
Anleitung: Keilrahmen als Multi-Talent
Instructions No. 115
 Working time: 45 Minutes

Dates, dates, dates.. The focus of our creative stretcher design is this time an information board! This Stretched Canvas is first of all completely covered with
colourful woven fabric. On the rustic Jute fabric one you create an apple motif - a great eye-catcher! According to our division you will then receive two areas
for your messages: With small clothes pegs you can attach your notes and on the board is enough space for your messages. Have fun with the rebuilding!

Basis for the wallboard is a Stretched Canvas in
the format 40 x 80 cm. This is first covered with a
check fabric. For this the fabric is cut to approx.
84 x 44 cm. For the covering of the Stretched
Canvas is painted with a thin layer of Effekt Glue
and the fabric is then laid out smoothly. Simply
smooth out any creases. After drying, glue the
Stretched Canvas on the back with Effekt Glue.

In the meantime the Painting board fed up with
Board paint coated, possibly in several layers of
paint. The dried Painting board can now be fixed
with Effekt Glue on the Stretched Canvas

A rectangle measuring 32 x 36 cm is cut from jute
fabric . Pull fabric threads out of the edges of the
fabric so that the edges get fringes. The piece of
fabric is glued to Stretched Canvas with Effekt
Glue. Tip: Don't apply Effekt Glue all the way to
the edge so that the fringes remain loose.

Now first sketch the apple with the Strich-Ex
pencil and then paint it with Acrylic paint :
First apply the red tones and Cadmium Yellow
thickly with a brush. The soft transitions between
the Red- and yellow tones are worked with the
wet-on-wet technique (yellow paint is painted into
the still wet red paint and red paint into the still

For the note holder from Jute yarn two threads of
approx. 50 cm length are cut off. Simply fix them
on the back of the stretcher frame with hot glue,
finally only still fix the wooden clamps.

Two more jute cords on the edge of the stretcher,
which have a Paint sponge and holding a
blackboard chalk , give the wallboard that special
something.



wet yellow paint). The stem of the apple, the
shadows and the contours of the apple are
painted with the Umbra ..painted on fire 

Article number Article name Qty
842464 VBS Canvas board 30 x 30 cm, 2 pieces 1
13536 Cotton fabric "Vichy Karo"Red 1
754637-01 VBS Board paint, 100 mlBlack 1
841795-20 VBS Acrylic paint, 75 mlCadmium Yellow 1
841795-30 VBS Acrylic paint, 75 mlCadmium Red 1
841795-33 VBS Acrylic paint, 75 mlCadmium Red-Dark 1
841795-60 VBS Acrylic paint, 75 mlUmbra-burned 1
110891-10 VBS Effect Glue100 ml 1
460118 VBS Jute ribbon, 2,5 mm 1
712972 Mini wooden staples 1
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1
51163 Hot glue gun, 15-80 Watt 1
550505-10 VBS Bristle brushes "NATURE"Size 10 1
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